Higher incidence matrices have proved an important tool both in design theory and extremal set theory. In the present paper some tight bounds on the rank over finite fields of some inclusion matrices are derived. In particular, a short proof of Wilson's mod p rank formula is given. A problem of Graham, Li, and Li concerning bases for so-called null t-designs is solved as well.
INTRODUCTION
Let X be an n-element set and F c 2x a family of its subsets. For n 3 s Z 0 one defines the inclusion matrix Z(9, s) as a 191 by (z) matrix whose rows are indexed by FE 9, the columns by GE (t) and the general entry is Note the trivial inequality rank,Z*(F,s)< 1 1 , 0 O<i<.s (1) where rank, A4 denotes the rank of an integer matrix over GF(p) .
For sets K, L c {0, 1, . . . . n} the family 9 is called a (K, L)-system if IFI E K for all FE 9 and IFn F'I EL for all distinct, F, F' E F.
P.FRANKL
Inclusion matrices have proved useful in obtaining upper bounds for the maximum size, m(n, K, L) of (K, L)-systems.
Let us recall the following result.
THEOREM 1.0 [FW] .
Suppose that 9 = {F,, . . . . F,} c 2x, p is a prime and ql(x), . . . . q,,,(x) are integer-valued polynomials of degree at most s satisfying P :, Sf(lFil) for l<i<m p 1 qi(lFjnFjI) for 1 <i-c j<m.
Then rank, Z*(P, s)= 191.
For example, if pO, ~1,) . . . . pL, are distinct residues mod p such that k = p0 (mod p) for all k E K and ZE (pI, . . . . p,} (mod p) for all 1 EL then one can take q;(x) = n IGjss(.x-pj) for 1 <iGm. In view of (1) this implies
Very recently, Alon and Babai [AB] found a nice but complicated argument using spaces of polynomials to replace the RHS of (3) ny (z). (Note that the case s = 1 was solved in [FRI.) Here we show that, indeed, this can be derived from Theorem 1.0 as well.
Define Z*(K, s) as Z*(g, s), where 9= tJkeK (z). Our principal result is THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that k = k' (mod p) for all k, k' E K and 0 < s < p.
Since, Z*(F;, s) is a submatrix of Z*(K, s) in the above situation, Theorem 1.0 and (4) imply m(n, K, L) < (t) as claimed.
Let us mention that in most cases, e.g., for n 3 p + 2s, equality holds in (4). For the proof we need two simple facts. 
was proved around the same time by Kantor [K], Graver-Jurkat [GJ] , and Wilson [ Wl 1; rank, Z(a, a -1) = (11:) follows easily, e.g., by using the exact sequence arising from the boundary operator for simplicial complexes. Linial and Rothschild [LR] succeeded in determining rank, Z(a, 6) in general. Finally, Wilson [W2] found a beautiful but complex argument to compute the Smith norma form of Z(a, b) thereby determining rank, Z(a, b) for all p. The formula, which clearly implies (5), is rank, Z(a, b) = 1 i(l)-(irl):O~i~r,pt(~~~)}, n>a+b.
In Section 4 a simple, short proof of (7) is given. It is based on Corollary 3.4, which exhibits a special basis for the column space of Z*(a, b). In Section 3 universal bases for the vector space of so-called null t-designs are constructed (Theorem 3.2) thereby solving a problem of Graham, Li, and Li [GLL] .
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is given in Section 5. In Section 6 further problems are discussed. The paper is selfcontained.
A PARTITION OF THE ~-ELEMENT SETS
Let us represent every subset Fc [n] = (1, 2, . . . . n> by a walk, w(F) going from the origin to (n -IFI, IFI) by steps of length one, the ith step is to the right or up according as i$ F or iE F holds.
The rank, r(F) is defined as IFI -j, where j is largest integer such that w(F) reaches the line y=x+j. By the reflection principle the number of walks from (0,O) to (n-k, k) and hitting the line y=x+ k-r is the same as the number of walks from (r-k, k-r) to (n-k, k) , that is (y). Thus $izlGr ig(n, k, r)l = (F) holds for 0 < r < k, which in turn implies the For a set G of rank r let us define a set G = (j,, . . . . j,) in the following way. Suppose that G = {i i, . . . . i,} with ii > . . > i,. Choose j, E ([n] -G) maximal with respect to j, < i,.
Once j, is defined for h > 1 choose jrE ([n] -(G u {j,, , , . . . . jr})) maximal with respect to j, < i,. The fact that we never get stuck is the content of the next proposition. 
UNIVERSAL BASES FOR INCLUSION MATRICES
Let us fix 1 <k < n and consider the reverse lexicographic order on (f). This is a linear order for all F, G E ( I:') defined by F < G iff max F-G < max G-F. Let x, , . . . . x, be indeterminates and for a set F define xF = ni, F xi. Let V= V(n, k) be the vector space over some fixed field r of all formal linear combinations CFE ( [;I) cc(F) xF. In other words V is the vector space of all square-free, homogeneous polynomials of degree k. For example in the case k = 1 we obtain the polynomials xi, x2 -X1) . ..) xi -x1, . . . . It is easy to see that the first ({) of them form a basis of V(j, 1). We shall see that the p(G) have this and some stronger properties as well. holds for all 1 TI < t. Note that for fields of characteristic zero this definition is equivalent to the one given in [GLL] .
Let V, = V(n, k, t) be the subspace of I/ spanned by the null t-designs. For convenience we set V_, = I/. Proof. We apply induction on d and prove the statement simultaneously for all k and r. The case d = k is trivial and can serve as the base step.
The proof is very simple in the case r = 0 as well. Namely, G is the largest set F for which xF occurs in the expansion of p(G). Consequently, the p(G) are linearly independent and their number is (;f).
Let Ub= (p(G) : GE UiGb %(d, k, i)). By what we have just proved, dim U,,=(f) holds for O<b<d-k. Let G be the largest set (in the reverse lexicographic order) with a(G)#O. Set r=r(G) and note O<r<b. Let i, be the maximal element of G. We distinguish two cases. Now it is easy to conclude the proof of the theorem. By Claim 3.3 and dim U,=(i) we have dim b<(i)-(f). On the other hand, {p(G):GeU,,,,,
linearly independent polynomials in this space, consequently they form a basis. 1 COROLLARY 3.3 [W2] .
The rank of Z*(k, t) is (y) ouer an arbitrary field, Z-for nak+t.
Proof: Note that V, is the kernel of this matrix viewed as a linear transformation f(E) -+ r(Y) + "' + (;1). 1 For a matrix A4 let col,M be its column-space over Z. Let us restate (7) with this notation. By Proposition 1.3, Z(9, s) Z(s, t) is the zero matrix over GF(P) . I
Now we can easily derive Theorem 1.1. Define 0 < r < p by k = r (mod p) for all k E K. Ifs Q r then it follows from Corollary 5.2 that col,(Z*(K, s)) = col,(Z(K, s)) and this latter matrix has only (t) columns proving (4). O<r<s<p. For n<r+p, Z*(K, s)=Z*(y, s) and this latter arises from Z*(r, r) by adding some all zero columns. Thus (4) To prove (4), we need rank,(Z(s, r)) = (y). This, however, follows from Proposition 1.2 by n > r + p > Y + s. 1
Let now

MORE RANK FORMULAS
There are many more problems to be considered. For example, what happens if we drop the condition s <p in Theorem 1.1? Or if the numbers k E K are allowed to belong to t residue classes modulo p.
We shall return to these problems in a forthcoming paper. Let us just announce the following extension of another result of Alon and Babai CABI.
THEOREM 6.1. Suppose that 1 KJ = t. Then
